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The Sparkies Starter Kit is a great  introductory kit if 
you are looking for a simple, no fuss kit for the odd 
electrical job while working at heights.

A handy Wrist Strap allows for a tethering point close 
to the where you are using the tool. This means you 
can use a shorter lanyard, without long ones flapping 
around everywhere and 
getting in the road.

The 8 Rings are great for screwdrivers and allan keys, 
and allow for 360 degrees rotation, meaning your 
lanayard doesn’t twist up and snag.

3 Non-Conductive D Rings give you a suite of 3 hand 
tools to work with, meaning you can tether your pliers, 
snips and wire strippers easily.

Included is 360 D Ring Loop and 360 D Ring Locking 
Loop - great for long tools with a straight shaft. They 
can also work for basically any size spanner at all.

Finally, an Extended Bungee Lanyard is provided to 
allow you use a spanner on those hard-to-reach spots. 
The Extended Bungee Lanyard gives you the length of 
a coiled lanyard, but without the snag points. 
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KIT CONTAINS

1 of        101355  NLG Tether Tape™
 
1 of        101363  NLG 360 D Ring Loop Tool Tether
1 of        101365  NLG Adjustable Wristband
1 of        101371   NLG Mini Coil Tool Lanyard
3 of        101375 NLG Non-Conductive D Ring Tool Tether
1 of        101376  NLG Short Coil Tool Lanyard, Non Conductive
1 of        101426  NLG 8 Ring Adaptor, Medium
1 of        101427  NLG 8 Ring Adaptor, Large
1 of        101434  NLG Extended Bungee Tool Lanyard
1 of        101495  NLG 360 D Ring Locking Loop Tool Tether

Fully adjustable 
wristband with a tether 
atttachment, perfect for 

working on small 
electrics and 
compoentry.

8 ring adaptors tether 
screw drivers and alan 

keys with ease, and 
provide 360 degree 

rotation.

Non-Conductive D Rings, 
weight rated and with 

contrast cross stitching 
for all hand tools.

 

360 Lock Loop can be 
used on snips and 
spanners without 

tangling due to the 
360 dgree swivel. 

Bungee Lanyard has 
impressive 2m stretch, 
fast action quick clip 

connectors (no 
cumbersom Karabiner) 
and does not snag like a 

coil lanyard at full stretch.

Loop Tethers and 
Non-Conductive Tethers 
also feature 360 degree 

swivels.
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